A Winning Data Strategy:
Winsupply Fuels Ongoing Growth

“As a business, we want to achieve a higher degree of profitability. Informatica will help us accomplish this over the next several decades of our existence.”
Tom Gottweis
Head of Data Strategy
Winsupply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralize product, supplier, and customer data</td>
<td>Informatica Intelligent Data Platform provides a single source of trusted information across the product supply chain</td>
<td>Increased online sales by 10% with simplified product search capabilities and positioned to remain competitive with a modern product data platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish better data quality and governance practices</td>
<td>Improves data accuracy and simplified product assortment process for suppliers</td>
<td>Reduced workload for data stewards by 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give stakeholders access to data via a single, trusted, and easily accessible platform</td>
<td>Enables data-driven decision-making</td>
<td>Reduced time to integrate data from acquisitions to 5 days, versus 3 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Every day, hundreds of millions of Americans enter into the comfort of their homes without giving much thought to what’s happening behind their walls, under their sinks, or through their vents. But Winsupply does.

As one of the country’s leading business-to-business distributors of plumbing, heating, electrical, and industrial supplies and equipment, Winsupply helps to keep residences and businesses comfortable—whether it’s supplying the air ducts and furnaces to keep you warm, or the pipe, fittings and kitchen sink. More than 500 independently operated warehouse distribution centers draw from over 5,000 suppliers and 6 million SKUs to serve 30,000 customers. As a result, Winsupply has evolved into a multi-billion dollar company, and continues to grow organically and via acquisition.

Despite this success since its founding in 1956, Winsupply executives recognized that the company, like so many others in the industrial distribution industry, was challenged to keep pace with technology investments. To remain ahead of its competitors and support further growth, Winsupply embarked on a digital transformation journey to update its approach to doing business in the modern day.

A central source of product information

With such an extensive network of suppliers and customers, and millions of products to choose from, Winsupply had amassed large volumes of data. As a result, the company needed a better and centralized system to capture and maintain it all, to enable stakeholders across the supply chain to get timely, accurate data. This was particularly important when it came to feeding Winsupply’s e-commerce platform with product data.

“With many of our competitors relying heavily on their online distribution channel, we needed to make ours even more compelling for users,” explains Tom Gottweis, Head of Data Strategy at Winsupply. “Customers need to be able to easily find and select the right products for their jobs, and understand how to install and maintain them throughout their lifecycle.”

Winsupply chose Informatica Intelligent Data Platform as a key foundational component of its digital transformation. Using Informatica’s Product Information Management and Data Quality capabilities, Winsupply consolidated, cleansed, and reformatted its product data repository, and made it available to stakeholders over a single, easily accessible platform that adhered to data governance processes.

“Informatica stood out against its competitors, and delivered what was promised,” says Gottweis. “There were no surprises, which is a good thing in this line of work.”
Increasing online sales and profitability

Prior to Informatica, Winsupply was subject to the constraints imposed by its legacy mainframe system. For example, product descriptions for the web site were limited to 30 characters—half of which were the manufacturer’s part number. That left Winsupply with 15 characters to describe the fit and function of a particular product, resulting in abbreviations that made it difficult for online customers to discern which parts to purchase for their particular application.

Informatica Master Data Management – Product 360 was configured using Informatica Data Quality to parse product text descriptions and keywords that feed Winsupply’s e-commerce system for product search and retrieval. This helps suppliers categorize their products more effectively on Winsupply’s customer-facing web channels.

“Our customers can now make informed choices thanks to Informatica,” says Gottweis. “The solution allows us to take those abbreviations and expand them into full words so that customers can find what they actually need more quickly and easily.”

With simplified search capabilities, Winsupply has experienced a 10% spike in its online sales. “As a business, we want to achieve a higher degree of profitability,” says Gottweis. “Informatica will help us accomplish this over the next several decades of our existence.”

Winsupply has also reduced the time needed to upload product descriptions to its e-commerce site, which has in turn increased the volume of for-sale products online.

Taking the business to the next level

In addition to growing organically, acquisitions will continue to play a strategic role in Winsupply’s growth. The company is always on the lookout for distributors that would complement its growing operations. In the past, integrating product data following an acquisition was a tedious, time-consuming task. With Informatica, all that has changed.

“Integrating product data from our latest acquisition took about five days,” says Gottweis. “For a similar-sized data set a year prior to deploying Informatica, it took us five months.”

These efficiency improvements enable Winsupply to focus more time on driving value to the business. For example, the company hopes to reduce purchasing costs by negotiating bulk purchasing agreements now that it can classify data more accurately and efficiently.
Driving growth with data-driven decisions

In addition to sound business practices and a lot of hard work, Winsupply has also relied on a bit of luck over the years. "Instincts can play a valuable role in business, but in order to realize our full potential, we need to rely on what the data is telling us," says Gottweis. For example, with timely, highly accurate data, Winsupply can identify underserved markets, and whether or not they should invest in a new facility or acquire a company to better serve local customers.

"Informatica stepped up to help us through this transformative period in our history," says Gottweis. "Thanks to the Informatica Intelligent Data Platform, we can, for the first time, use data as actionable intelligence for the business which helps us to quickly realize the value of the investments we’re making."

Inside The Solution:

- Informatica MDM – Product 360
- Informatica Data Quality